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What is Nitrogen Foam
The Foam is a Nitrogen based Fire fighting Foam, 
with an expansion ratio of between 30 and 50 
times, with the consistency of shaving cream.

Its key ability is to self support and fill all voids.

Its key disadvantage is that it blows away in 
moving air.

CSIRO has developed a formula and tested a foam 
that will last up to 9 days.

Use at North Goonyella showed foam still stable at 
5 days.



Foam suppression of fire works by:

A. evaporation of contained water

B. cooling through energy removal

As foam collapses water is released and increases in temp 
by absorbing heat eventually turning to steam.

The water is released by bubble rupture.

The process takes time so the bubbles act like a reservoir 
for water.

When Nitrogen is used as an enhancing gas a second leg of 
the fire triangle is removed by displacing oxygen.



Where and why is foam used
In the tail gate or main gate of goaf,  at least one pillar 
behind the face, to prevent the ingress of air into goaf.

Primarily in thick seam long-walls that have slowed or 
stopped for some reason and there is a concern of a 
heating in the goaf.

Increases the effectiveness of inert gas injection into goaf.

Remote Fighting of Goaf fires.

Inertisation of drill rods while holing into mine workings.



Why a Foam Table

Rapid deployment to remote locations.

Ease of movement by forklift.

Eliminate need for repetitive bending of back.
(operations can run for over a month)

Work station for foam operation.

Small footprint to work close with drill rigs.



Nitrogen Foam Table use
Table first used

Whitehaven NSW Aug 2018 and again in June 
2019.

North Goonyella 2018, still in use now.

In these applications N2 Foam was pumped into 
goaf via boreholes.



Foam Table set up
Borehole selected and foam table put in 
place at safe distance as per guidelines

Foam  supply connected – 2 L/min

Water connected – 60 L/min

Nitrogen supply connected- 600 kpa.

240v supply connected



Operator training

On site rescue members and operators are trained in 
table operation.

Training takes only 1 hour.

QMRS supervise table operation.



Thank you
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